All floor pans, trunk pans and inner rocker panels are made of 18 gauge coated steel. Outer rocker panels are made of 20 gauge coated steel. Panels are custom made and usually take a week or so to fabricate.

1937-1940 All Special

**Floor Pans (Front and Rear)** *(12.980)*

- FP370FFL.........(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
- FP370FFR..........(FRONT RIGHT) ...............$94.50 ea.
- FP370RFL..........(REAR LEFT) ..................$94.50 ea.
- FP370RFR..........(REAR RIGHT) .................$94.50 ea.

1939-1940 All Super and Roadmaster

**Floor Pans (Front and Rear)** *(12.980)*

- FP390FFL.........(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
- FP390FFR..........(FRONT RIGHT) ...............$94.50 ea.
- FP390RFL..........(REAR LEFT) ..................$94.50 ea.
- FP390RFR..........(REAR RIGHT) .................$94.50 ea.

1940-1941 All Super and Roadmaster

**Rocker Panels** for 4-dr. Models. *(12.934)*

- RP401L4........ (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.
- RP401R4......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.
- RP401IL......... (L.H. INNER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.
- RP401IR......... (R.H. INNER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.

1941-1949 All Special

**Rocker Panels** *(12.934)*

- RP409L......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.
- RP409R......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.

1941-1949 All Models

**Floor Pans (Front and Rear)** *(12.980)*

- FP419FFL.........(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
- FP419FFR..........(FRONT RIGHT) ...............$94.50 ea.
- FP419RFL..........(REAR LEFT) ..................$94.50 ea.
- FP419RFR..........(REAR RIGHT) .................$94.50 ea.

1942-1948 All Super and Roadmaster

**Rocker Panels** *(12.934)*

- RP428L.......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.
- RP428R.......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.

1949 All Super and Roadmaster

**Rocker Panels** for 4-dr. Models. *(12.934)*

- RP49L4.......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.

1950 All;
1951-1953 Super, Roadmaster, Skylark.

**Front Toeboards** *(12.980)*

- TB503L..........(LEFT) ..................$94.50 ea.

1941-1949 All Models

**Floor Pans (Front and Rear)** *(12.980)*

- FP503FFL.........(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
- FP503FFR..........(FRONT RIGHT) ...............$94.50 ea.
- FP503RFL..........(REAR LEFT) ..................$94.50 ea.
- FP503RFR..........(REAR RIGHT) .................$94.50 ea.

1942-1948 All Super and Roadmaster

**Under Seats** *(12.980)*

- FP503FSL.........(13" FRONT LEFT) ..........$99.50 ea.
- FP503RSL..........(REAR LEFT) ............$149.00 ea.
- FP503RSR..........(REAR RIGHT) ............$149.00 ea.

**Rockers Panels** for 2-dr. Models. *(12.934)*

- RP503L......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$94.50 ea.
- RP503R......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$94.50 ea.
- RP503IL......... (L.H. INNER PANEL) ............$94.50 ea.
- RP503IR......... (R.H. INNER PANEL) ............$94.50 ea.

1950 All;
1951-1953 Super, Roadmaster, Skylark.

**Rocker Panels** *(12.934)*

- RP503L4.......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$74.50 ea.
- RP503R4.......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$74.50 ea.

1949 All Super and Roadmaster

**Rocker Panels** *(12.934)*

- RP503L.......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.
- RP503R.......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$79.50 ea.

**Rocker Panels** for 4-dr. Models. *(12.934)*

- RP503L4.......... (L.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$74.50 ea.
- RP503R4.......... (R.H. OUTER PANEL) ............$74.50 ea.

**Sill Panels.** For 2-dr. Models. *(12.934)*

- SP503L..........(LEFT ANGLE) .................$49.50 ea.
- SP503R..........(RIGHT ANGLE) .................$49.50 ea.
1951-1953 Special.

Front Toeboards (12.980)
TB513L..................(LEFT) .....................$117.00 ea.
TB513R..................(RIGHT) ..................$117.00 ea.

Floor Pans (Front & Rear) (12.980)
FP513FFL..............(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP513FFR..............(FRONT RIGHT) .......$94.50 ea.
FP513RFL..............(REAR LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP513RFR..............(REAR RIGHT) .......$94.50 ea.

Rocker Panels for 2-dr. Models. (12.934)
RP513L .............(L.H. OUTER PANEL) ...........$49.50 ea.
RP513R .............(R.H. OUTER PANEL) ...........$49.50 ea.
RP513I .............(INNER PANEL) .................$105.00 ea.

1954 - 1956 Special, Century, Skylark

Front Toeboard (12.980)
TB546L..................(LEFT) .....................$94.50 ea.
TB546R..................(RIGHT) ..................$94.50 ea.

Floor Pans (Front & Rear) (12.980)
FP546BFL..............(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP546BFR..............(FRONT RIGHT) ........$94.50 ea.
FP546BRL..............(REAR LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP546BRR..............(REAR RIGHT) ........$94.50 ea.

Under Front Seat (12.980)
FP546BL..................(LEFT) .....................$99.50 ea.
FP546BR..................(RIGHT) .....................$99.50 ea.

Rocker Panels for 2-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BL..............(OUTER LEFT) ..............$94.50 ea.
RP546BR..............(OUTER RIGHT) ..........$94.50 ea.
RP546I..............(INNER PANEL) .............$94.50 ea.

1954 - 1956 Super and Roadmaster (12.980)

Front Toeboard
TB546BL..............(LEFT) .....................$94.50 ea.
TB546BR..............(RIGHT) .....................$94.50 ea.

Floor Pans (Front & Rear) (12.980)
FP546BFL..............(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP546BFR..............(FRONT RIGHT) ........$94.50 ea.
FP546BRL..............(REAR LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP546BRR..............(REAR RIGHT) ........$94.50 ea.

Under Front Seat (12.980)
FP546BL..................(LEFT) .....................$99.50 ea.
FP546BR..................(RIGHT) .....................$99.50 ea.

Rocker Panels for 2-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BL..............(OUTER LEFT) ..............$94.50 ea.
RP546BR..............(OUTER RIGHT) ..........$94.50 ea.
RP546I..............(INNER PANEL) .............$94.50 ea.

Rocker Panels for 4-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BL4..............(OUTER LEFT) ..............$94.50 ea.
RP546BR4..............(OUTER RIGHT) ..........$94.50 ea.
RP546I..............(INNER PANEL) .............$94.50 ea.

Top of Rocker Panel for 2-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BTL..............(LEFT) .................$79.50 ea.
RP546BTR..............(RIGHT) .................$79.50 ea.

Wiring Covers (for on top of rockers 2-dr. models).
WC546BL..............(LEFT) .................$94.50 ea.
WC546BR..............(RIGHT) .................$94.50 ea.

Conv. Rear Seat Channels
RSC546BL..............(LEFT) .................$99.50 ea.
RSC546BR..............(RIGHT) .................$99.50 ea.

1954 - 1956 Special, Century, Skylark

Front Toeboard (12.980)
TB546L..................(LEFT) .....................$94.50 ea.
TB546R..................(RIGHT) ..................$94.50 ea.

Floor Pans (Front & Rear) (12.980)
FP546BFL..............(FRONT LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP546BFR..............(FRONT RIGHT) ........$94.50 ea.
FP546BRL..............(REAR LEFT) ..........$94.50 ea.
FP546BRR..............(REAR RIGHT) ........$94.50 ea.

Under Front Seat (12.980)
FP546BL..................(LEFT) .....................$99.50 ea.
FP546BR..................(RIGHT) .....................$99.50 ea.

Rocker Panels for 2-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BL..............(OUTER LEFT) ..............$94.50 ea.
RP546BR..............(OUTER RIGHT) ..........$94.50 ea.
RP546I..............(INNER PANEL) .............$94.50 ea.

Rocker Panels for 4-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BL4..............(OUTER LEFT) ..............$94.50 ea.
RP546BR4..............(OUTER RIGHT) ..........$94.50 ea.
RP546I..............(INNER PANEL) .............$94.50 ea.

Top of Rocker Panel for 2-dr. models. (12.934)
RP546BTL..............(LEFT) .................$79.50 ea.
RP546BTR..............(RIGHT) .................$79.50 ea.

Wiring Covers (for on top of rockers 2-dr. models).
WC546BL..............(LEFT) .................$94.50 ea.
WC546BR..............(RIGHT) .................$94.50 ea.

Conv. Rear Seat Channels
RSC546BL..............(LEFT) .................$99.50 ea.
RSC546BR..............(RIGHT) .................$99.50 ea.

Trunk Floor Pan. (12.980)
TP546.........................................$290.00 ea.

www.oldbuickparts.com
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1957-1958 All models (12.980)

**Front Toeboard**
- TB578L..................................(LEFT)............................$110.00 ea.
- TB578R..................................(RIGHT)..........................$110.00 ea.

**Floor Pans (Front & Rear) (12.980)**
- FP578FL .................(FRONT LEFT)..........................$94.50 ea.
- FP578FR .................(FRONT RIGHT)...........................$94.50 ea.
- FP578RL ................(REAR LEFT)...............................$94.50 ea.
- FP578RR .................(REAR RIGHT).............................$94.50 ea.

**Side of Front Seat (12.980)**
- FP578SL ..................(LEFT).................................$99.50 ea.
- FP578SR ................(RIGHT).................................$99.50 ea.

1957-1958 Special & Century

**Rocker Panels for 2-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RP578L..................(OUTER LEFT).......................$94.50 ea.
- RP578R..................(OUTER RIGHT).....................$94.50 ea.
- RP578IL..................(INNER LEFT)......................$94.50 ea.
- RP578IR..................(INNER RIGHT).....................$94.50 ea.

**Rocker Panels for 4-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RP578L4..................(OUTER LEFT)...................$94.50 ea.
- RP578R4..................(OUTER RIGHT)...................$94.50 ea.
- RP578IL4..................(INNER LEFT)....................$94.50 ea.
- RP578IR4..................(INNER RIGHT)....................$94.50 ea.

1959-1960

**Front Toeboard**
- TB590L.......................(LEFT)............................$97.50 ea.
- TB590R ..................(RIGHT).............................$97.50 ea.

**Floor Pans (Front & Rear) (12.980)**
- FP590FL ...............(FRONT LEFT)............................$94.50 ea.
- FP590FR ...............(FRONT RIGHT)...........................$94.50 ea.
- FP590RL ................(REAR LEFT)...............................$94.50 ea.
- FP590RR ...............(REAR RIGHT).............................$94.50 ea.

**Outer Rocker Panels for 2-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RP590L..................(OUTER LEFT).......................$94.50 ea.
- RP590R..................(OUTER RIGHT).....................$94.50 ea.

**Outer Rocker Panels for 4-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RP590L4..................(OUTER LEFT)...................$94.50 ea.
- RP590R4..................(OUTER RIGHT)...................$94.50 ea.

**Inner Rocker Panels for All Models.**
- RP590I..................(INNER PANEL)..........................$65.00 ea.

**Trunk Floor Pan.** (12.980)
- TP590.................................$390.00 ea.

**1957-1958 Super, Roadmaster & Limited**

**Rocker Panels for 2-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RP578BL..............(OUTER LEFT).......................$94.50 ea.
- RP578BR..............(OUTER RIGHT).....................$94.50 ea.
- RP578BLI..............(INNER LEFT)......................$94.50 ea.
- RP578BRI..............(INNER RIGHT).....................$94.50 ea.

**Rocker Panels for 4-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RP578BL4.............(OUTER LEFT)...................$94.50 ea.
- RP578BR4.............(OUTER RIGHT)...................$94.50 ea.
- RP578BLI4 ..........(INNER LEFT)......................$94.50 ea.
- RP578BRI4 ..........(INNER RIGHT)......................$94.50 ea.

**Rocker Panel Extensions for 4-dr. Models.** (12.934)
- RPE578BL4...........(LEFT)..........................$159.00 ea.
- RPE578BR4...........(RIGHT).........................$159.00 ea.
1936-1955 Fender welt.  
FW50 .......... (50 ft. roll) .......... $44.00 ea.

1938-1940 Gas door bumper.  
GDB385 .......... $1.00 ea.  

1941-1961 All. Gas door bumper.  
GDB410 .......... $1.25 ea.

1951-1956 Gas door bumper.  
1951-1953 Specials;  
1954-1956 All (Two per car).  
GB516 .......... $5.00 pr.

1933-1935 Gas filler grommet.  
1933 All series 50 and 60 exc. Vic. Coupe  
1934-1935 All Series 40-50-90;  
1934-1935 models 66C, 66S, 67, 68  
GF335 .......... $54.50 ea.

1933-1935 Gas filler grommet.  
1933 Models 58, 68, 86, 90, 90L, 91;  
1934-1935 Models 61, 68C  
GF335B .......... $48.75 ea.

1936-1937 Gas filler grommet.  
1936 All;  
1937 Series 80-90.  
GF367 .......... $20.00 ea.  

1937 Gas filler grommet. Special and Century.  
GF37 .......... $29.50 ea.

1935-1960 Rear fender inner seal.  
( between deflector and fender ). (36" length).  
ASS02 .......... $11.75 ea.

1936-1941 Fender skirt seals. Some pre-war cars with removable fender skirts.  
FS361 .......... $74.89 pr.

1941-1948 Fender skirt seals. Similar to FS361, but thicker. Known to fit Super and Roadmaster. Approx. 2-5 foot strips.  
FS418 .......... $64.89 pr.

1941-1950 Fender skirt seals. Exact copy. Trim notch for skirt lock at installation. Most models. Compare to picture. 2-5 foot strips.  
FS410 .......... $70.69 pr.

FS470 .......... $69.99 ea.

1952 Mounting pads, rear fender crown molding. Two per car. Models 41D, 45R, 46C and 48D.  
OP52S .......... $95.00 pr.

1942-1948 All.  
1955 Rear fender reflex.  
TR425 .......... $12.50 pr.

1940 Super and Roadmaster. Rubber stone shield, rear fender, right and left hand. Fully molded to original contour with attaching tabs but without steel backing plate. Will fit fender contour perfectly.  
GG40 .......... $536.19 pr.

1940-1941 Super and Roadmaster. Rubber gravel guard between body and rear fender, right and left steel core.  
GG401 .......... $169.00 pr.

1941 Super and Roadmaster. Gravel shield, rear fender. Molded with metal backing and holding tabs as original.  
GS41 .......... $536.19 pr.

1941-1949 Gravel guard, rear fender. Fully molded with metal backing and attaching tabs as original.  
1941: All 40, 60, & 90 Series except 40 Series 118" wheelbase models 44, 44C, 44S, 47;  
1942: All 121" Series 40 and All 60 Series without factory fenderskirts;  
1946-1949: All Series 40 without factory fenderskirts.  
GS419 .......... $536.19 pr.

1957 All. Rear fender extension bumper.  
FEB57 .......... $6.69 ea.

FDB590 .......... $21.50 ea.
Trunk Weatherstrips (12.269)

1936 Special and Century. Rumbleseat lid, lower, approximately 37” long.
RW36 ........................................ $74.89 ea.

1936-1937 In gutter. 3/4” x 3/4” x 14’.
Found in some sedan models. Sponge.
TW367 ........................................ $107.49 ea.

1936-1937 In gutter. 5/8” x 1/8” x 13’.
Found in gutter of some sedan models. Sponge.
TW367A ....................................... $28.69 ea.

1937-1938 Convertible coupes.
Rumbleseat lid, lower corner, RH and LH.
RW378 ........................................ $74.89 ea.

1936-1940 Coupes and convertibles.
Use as required.
TW360A .......... 3/4” x 1/2” x 16’ ............... $49.00
TW360B .......... 1” x 1/2” x 16’ ................. $51.00
TW360C .......... 1” x 5/8” x 16’ ................. $103.89

1937-1941 All Sedans, and convertible Sedans.
TW371 ................. 15’ length ............... $69.50 ea.

1940-1948 Special Models.
Used on body, 16’ length.
TW408 ........................................ $29.50 ea.

1940-1950 Used on body for 7/8” to 1” gutter.
Compare with TW413, 15’ length.
TW493 ........................................ $117.25 ea.

15’ length
TW413 ........................................ $108.50 ea.

1942-1948 Super and Roadmaster.
Available in 16 foot lengths.
TW428 ........................................ $85.00 ea.

1949-1953 Molded wide corners to use with TW413 center section for across front of trunk opening. Molded corners made with each leg approximately 5-3/4” long. Some models as required.
TA493 ........................................ $73.29 pr.

1949-1953 Roadmasters, Series 70, 16’ length.
TW493R .......................................... $39.50

1949-1956
1949-1953 Special and Super.
1954-1956 Special, Century, Skylark
Located on trunk lid.
TW496 .......................................... $3.25/ft.

Trunk Weatherstrips Kits
Full Replacement Kits

1950 Models 41, 41D, 51, 52, 56C, 56R, 71, 72, 75C, 75R, 76R.
TWS50 .......................................... $145.59 ea.

1950 Models 43, 46, 46S, 46D, 56S, 76S.
1951 56S.
TWS501 .......................................... $156.89 ea.

1951 All Exc. 56S & Wagons.
1952-1953 All Exc. Wagons.
TWS513 .......................................... $122.39 ea.

Weatherstrip Adhesive

All Years. The Best weatherstrip adhesive we have found. 3M brand. 5 oz tube.
WA360 .......................................... $13.50 ea.

TW546 .......................................... $2.75/ft.

1954-1960
1954-1956: Series 50-70; Compare/TW546
TW542 .......................................... $2.50/ft.

TW58218 ...........(18’ length) ................. $60.50 ea.
TW58220 ...........(20’ length) ................. $65.75 ea.
Trunk Lid Bumpers

- **1937-1940** Bumper, decklid. Steel core, screw held. Two per car.
- **1937-1938**: Series 40 and 60 coupes;
- **1939-1940**: Series 40 and 60 coupe and convertibles.
- **1940** Pads, decklid lower stop, right and left. Series 40 and 50.
- **1941-1949** bumper, decklid opening on lid.
  - Metal core, as original, screw held.
  - Two per car.
- **1941-1948**: All;
- **1949**: Series 40.

**TB419** ............................................ $16.58 pr.

**1942-1950** Bumper, rubber, for decklid.
- Molded with clearance for screw.
  - **1942**: All (except Series 90, station wagon, 44C Special convertible coupe).
  - **1946-1950**: All.

**TB420** ............................................ $4.00 ea.

- **1949-1960** All. Deck lid Bumper.
  - Plug in type on lid.
  - **TB495** ............................................ $2.75 ea.

**1948-1953** Bumper, rubber, for tailgate on station wagon.
- **HFB483** ............................................ $4.00 ea.

**1950-1953** Bumper, tailgate. Metal core molded in as original. Series 59 and 79 wagons.
- **HFB502** ............................................ $8.25 ea.

**1951-1955** T-nut, rubber, decklid bumper ingutter at sides. Steel core, two required per car.
- **TB515** ............................................ $23.29 ea.

**1957-1958** Tailgate support bumper. 4 needed per car. Applies to all wagons.
- **TB578** ............................................ $12.25 ea.

- **TB578W** ............................................ $16.75 ea.

**1959** Tailgate bumper. Applies to all wagons.
- **TB59** ............................................ $15.75 ea.

**1959-1960** Tailgate weatherstrip. Applies to all wagons.
- **TW590** ............................................ $34.39 pr.

**1959-1960** Tailgate bumper. All wagons.
- **TB598** ............................................ $5.19 ea.

Trunk Floor Plugs

- **1940-1948** Plug, trunk floor pan construction holes, also rest pad for spare wheel area. 1 1/8" O.D., fits 7/8" diameter holes. 6-8 per car, as required. Series 50 and 70.
  - **FP408** ............................................ $2.50 ea.

- **1950-1955** Plug, trunk floor pan.
  - For 3/4" hole in sheet metal.

- **1950-1953** All;
  - **1954-1955** Special, Century, Skylark
  - **FP505A** ............................................ $5.19 ea.

- **1950-1960** Plug, trunk and floor pan drain hole. For 1/2" hole in sheet metal. Many models.
  - **FP508** ............................................ $2.25 ea.

- **1959-1960** Plug, floor pan, rear compartment and body, for 3/4" sheet metal hole.
  - Up to 12 per car.
  - **FP596** ............................................ $1.75 ea.

- **1936-1960** Rubber body hole plug.
  - For 1" hole.
  - **BP360** ............................................ $3.00 ea.

Body Plugs/Trunk Plugs

- **BP120** 1/2" Hole Diameter ......................... $1.75 ea.
- **BP580** 5/8" Hole Diameter ......................... $1.75 ea.
- **BP340** 3/4" Hole Diameter ......................... $2.25 ea.
- **BP780** 7/8" Hole Diameter ......................... $2.25 ea.
- **BP100** 1" Hole Diameter .................. $1.75 ea.
- **BP114** 1 1/4" Hole Dia. ................... $1.75 ea.
- **BP112** 1 1/2" Hole Dia. ................... $2.25 ea.
- **BP118** 1 5/8" Hole Dia. ................... $2.50 ea.

- **1935-1960** Plug, body sheet metal holes.
  - Used in various places. For 1 1/2" hole in body. Many models.
  - **BP355** ............................................ $3.25 ea.

- **1959-1960** Plug, floor pan, rear compartment and body, for 3/4" sheet metal hole. 12 per car.
  - **BP598** ............................................ $2.25 ea.

- **1950-1960** Trunk Hinge to Lid bolt Set.
  - Set of 4 correct bolts and scalloped washers.
  - **TB500** ............................................ $19.00 set
**Trunk Area Parts**

1936 All. Rumble step plate.  
RP36. ..............................................$36.75 ea.

1937-1938 All. Rumble step plate.  
RP378 ..............................................$14.00 ea.

1936 Pads, rumbleseat lid corners original style, rounded triangular shape. Some models.  
LC36 ..................................................$35.69 pr.

1939-1940 All. Gasket, turn signal bulb housing.  
1/8" die cut sponge rubber.  
DHG390 ..............................................$31.89 pr.

1938-1942 Most models. Grommet, license lamp socket.  
LG382 ..................................................$8.00 ea.

1941-1948 Most models. Grommet, license light wire through decklid inner panel.  
1 1/4" O.D. x 3/8" I.D. 1/4" thick for 1" hole in sheet metal.  
LG418 ..................................................$3.00 ea.

1946-1960 Gasket set, rear license lamp assembly. One rubber ring and one cork rubber gasket set.  
1946-1947: Series 50 and 70;  
1950-1953: All Series;  
1958: Roadmaster;  
1959: Station wagons.  
LG462 ..................................................$8.75 set

1951-1955 Trunk lock gasket as required. Tear drop shaped.  
KLG399 ..................................................$2.75 ea.

1954-1960 As required. Gasket, trunk lock cylinder. Exact reproduction. 7/8" I.D.  
KLG540 ..................................................$1.25 ea.

**Trunk Locks** (with 2 keys)

TLS558 ..................................................$25.50 set

1959-1960 All Except Wagons.  
TLS590 ..................................................$27.75 set

**Sound Deadening Material**

Used under floor matting, on inside of outer sheet metal panels, between trunk inner panels etc.

Heavy, black, tar type material.  
SD300 ..............................................44" x 64" .......................$47.50 ea.

Waffle pattern, Dark Brown, more paper type.  
SD301 ..............................................27" x 36" .......................$29.50 ea.

SD302 ..............................................42" x 72" .......................$39.50 ea.

**1946-1960 Jack Case**

A genuine Buick accessory, part # 981521, 981161. These cases were made from excess materials left over from the upholstery shops at GM. They came in assorted colors and trim.

JC460BT ...............(Black with Tan Trim) ...............$39.50 ea.
JC460BR ...............(Black with Red Trim) ...............$39.50 ea.
JC460BY ...............(Black with Gray Trim) ...............$39.50 ea.
JC460BY ...............(Black with White Trim) ...............$39.50 ea.
**Trunk Emblems and Hinge Pads**

1937 Models 41, 48, 61, 68 and all Ser 80-90. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP37.................................................................$39.50 ea.

1937 Models 40c, 44, 47, 60c, 64, 67 Plainback. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP37S........................................................................$42.50 ea.

1938 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP38........................................................................$14.00 ea.

1939-1940 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP390.................................................................$18.00 ea.

1941 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP41.........................................................................$19.00 ea.

DLP428........................................................................$44.50 ea.

1949 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP49.........................................................................$25.25 ea.

1950-1952 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP502........................................................................$25.00 ea.

1953 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP53.........................................................................$24.50 ea.

1954 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP54.........................................................................$34.00 ea.

1955 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP55.........................................................................$26.00 ea.

1956 All. Deck Lid Emblem Pad.
DLP56.........................................................................$42.00 ea.

DLP56S.........................................................................$102.19 ea.

**Deck Handle Mounting Pads**

1938-1941 All;
DH381..........................................................................$28.50 ea.

DH429.........................................................................$15.00 ea.

1955-1957: Super and Roadmaster;
DH558.........................................................................$9.75 ea.

**Trunk Hinge Pads**

1936 All. Trunk Hinge Pads. (4 piece set).
TH36.............................................................................$25.75 set

TH37.............................................................................$41.49 set

TH378..........................................................................$28.25 set

1939-1940 All except 1940 Series 50-70 Coupe and Convertibles. Trunk Hinge Pads. (4 piece set).
TH390.........................................................................$37.50 set

TH390C.........................................................................$25.25 set

1940-1942: 
1940 models, 56S, 56C, 56S, 76C Coupes;
1941 models, 44, 44C, 44S, 56, 56S, 56C, 76S, 76C Coupes;
1942 models, 44 Coupe.
TH402.........................................................................$35.49 set
Trunk Lid Ornaments  (Group 12)

1939
Trunk Plastics. (For letters use TPL391).
TP39..........................$68.00 pr.

1939-1941
Trunk Emblem.
TE391..........................$32.00 ea.

1940
Trunk Plastics. (For letter use TPL391).
TP40..........................$47.50 pr.

1939-1941
"BUICK EIGHT" Chrome letters.
TPL391..........................$29.50 set

1939-1940
Deck Lid Emblem, Lens Gasket.
DLG390....................(2 per car)..............$7.50 pr.

1941
Trunk Plastics (for letters, use TPL-391).
TP41..............................$42.50 pr.

1942-1948 All; 1949 Special
Trunk Base (die cast chrome)
TB428..............................$82.50 ea.

1942-1948 Trunk Plastics
TP428..............................$72.50 pr.

1948 "Dyna Flow" Trunk Plastics
TP48..............................$85.00 pr.

1949 Trunk Plastics. Series 50-70.
TP49..............................$125.00 set.

1950-1952 Trunk Plastics. For auto trans. cars
TP502..............................$95.00 pr.

1950-1952 Trunk Plastics. For standard trans. cars
TP502S..............................$125.00 pr.

1953 Trunk Plastics.
TP53..............................$69.00 pr.

1955 Trunk Plastic
TP55..............................$69.50 ea.

1958 Limited Trunk "Whiskers"
TW58..............................$33.50 ea.
TW58S.........................(Set of 4)..............$119.50 set